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This game is a unique mix of rogue-like with dungeon exploration, RPG, turn-based tactics and collectible card game. At the
base of the turn- 5d3b920ae0
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Sale! : Taimumari: Legend of Himari: And IN-VERT: - And add Nexoria to wishlist, please! Soon there will be a lot of
interesting news and game updates.. Taimumari is three years old! : I can't believe that three years have passed! Thanks all for
playing and for writing reviews! I love you all! Also waiting for you something new in Taimumari For this reason - I make
discounts on all my games:. Big Sale for all games and dlc! : Taimumari: New update in Legend of Himari: And IN-VERT:.
Taimumari: Kanashimi mode and update 1.3 : Look at the alternative history of Taimumari! What if the main character of the
story is Kanashi? And who will be a villain? Play a familiar game with new features! The main character is Kanashi; New
experience from game with distance default attack; New spells with new mechanics; Update physic for player with new jump.
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Support me and the development of Taimumari 2 by purchasing this DLC.. Sale for Taimumari, IN-VERT and Legend of
Himari : Now sale for all my games! All games bundle. Legend of Himari 2 New battle gif : Legend of Himari 2 is a unique mix
of a simulator, RPG, action and clicker. The battle happens in automatic mode: you have to monitor the health of your
characters, cast their spells, use items and change the character placement, as the first hero takes most of the damage..
NEXORIA : Legend of Himari 2 change title to NEXORIA. After all, the arcade game turned into a tactical turn-based dungeoncrowler game. The game has become so unlike "Legend of Himari" that I decided to untie this game from any franchise and
make it an independent product. But still in the Taimumari universe. Moreover, the game will be released soon, but only in early
access. Active participation of Steam player community is necessary for creating a quality game. So, NEXORIA is a hardcore
roguelike about dungeons with hybrid battles, combining classical turn based combat system and a collectible card game. Collect
the best spells and conquer the dungeons! This game is a unique mix of rogue-like with dungeon exploration, RPG, turn-based
tactics and collectible card game. At the base of the turn-based system are not turns, but time. Find and improve new heroes and
get coins to buy new spells. But remember, a heros death will be fatal.
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